
COSTA Rx WARRANTY
Any 100% authentic Costa Rx sunglasses that show defects 

in materials or workmanship, either the frame or the lens, 

will be replaced for up to two years from the invoice date.
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The planet is ours to protect and every little bit helps. 

Please recycle this brochure so that future generations 

will have a world full of adventures in nature.

The 580 difference goes beyond polarization to provide 

the ultimate in light management and protection. Costa 

580® lenses were designed by in-house light spectrum 

experts to enhance colors because ordinary sunglass 

lenses fell short. The lens’ multipatented technology 

filters out the harsh yellow light and harmful shortwave 

high-energy blue light that is toughest on eyes. Our 580 

lens technology offers the utmost protection for your 

eyes while enhancing clarity and contrast so you can 

pursue your passions every day, without issue. 

THE 580 DIFFERENCE

ALL OUR SUNGLASSES HAVE THE MAXIMUM 99.9% 

POLARIZED EFFICIENCY TO ELIMINATE REFLECTED GLARE.

FILTERING OUT HARSH YELLOW LIGHT 

Our 580 lenses offer a greater level of clarity by selectively 

filtering out harsh yellow light that causes color distortion.  

This enhances reds, blues and greens for sharper contrast  

and higher definition.

ABSORBING HARMFUL BLUE LIGHT 

Absorbing harmful shortwave high-energy blue light, also 

known as high-energy visible (HEV) light, cuts haze, produces 

greater visual clarity and offers the utmost in eye protection 

from macular degeneration, pterygium, cataracts and other 

ocular diseases.

SIMULATED WITH COSTA 580 ® LENSSTANDARD SUN LENS

COSTA PROGRESSIVE LENSES

Costa now has two progressive lens designs to choose from: 
 

+ Costa C-SCAPE™ design was developed with top sport-  

 fishing pros and lens designers for immediate adaptation,  

 enhanced viewing fields and minimal peripheral blurring. 
 

+ Varilux® Stylistic™ design is available in Costa wrap   

 frames for those patients with greater demand for a wider  

 near field of vision in authentic Costa-branded sunwear.

WAYPOINT™ DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

Over the years, we’ve invested heavily in our state-of-the-art 

processing lab to specialize in digital precision. 

+  Costa Waypoint digital technology enhances the field  

 of view by eliminating the peripheral blur common  

 with wrap sunwear. 
 

+  Waypoint lenses are customized for precise,  

 unaltered vision. 

 

COSTA C-SCAPE™ BIFOCAL 
We introduced the first backside round segment bifocal 

(22mm) with our Waypoint digitally compensated prescription 

specifically designed for wrap sunwear. C-SCAPE Bifocals 

are perfect for the mature wearer who wants simple 

magnification. 

C-SCAPE BIFOCAL  
BENEFITS:

• LARGE MAGNIFICATION

• BLENDED LINE

• ENHANCED DISTANCE

THE CLEAR CHOICE

KEEPS BAD LIGHT OUT,  

LETS MORE GOOD LIGHT IN

Our 580 lenses feature best-in-class 

color enhancing technology (U.S. Patent 

Numbers 7,506,977, 6,334,680 and 

6,604,824) for brighter colors and 

reduced eye fatigue, so you can spend 

more time outdoors. Whereas standard 

polarized sunglasses only absorb 

harmful UV up to 380 nm, our 580 

lenses perform the functions noted:

Whether plano or prescription sunglasses, our array  

of lens and frame technologies ensure the best options  

for active lifestyles.
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ABSORB 100% OF UV

ABSORB 100% OF HIGH-ENERGY VISIBLE (HEV) BLUE LIGHT (TO 425 NM)

ENHANCE GOOD BLUE COLORS

ENHANCE GREEN AT PEAK SENSITIVITY (555 NM)

FILTER OUT HARSH YELLOW LIGHT (580 NM)

ENHANCE RED COLORS

HIGH-ENERGY
BLUE
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COSTA WRAP PROGRESSIVESCONVENTIONAL PROGRESSIVE LENSES

99.9% POLARIZED 
EFFICIENCY

Our prescription sunglasses are second to none.  

That’s because the technology that allows single-vision, 

bifocal and progressive prescriptions to be applied to our 

legendary lenses is not an afterthought. Through design 

and construction in our Daytona Beach Optical Lab, the 

functionality is integral. And better yet, prescriptions are 

available in the majority of our sunglass styles.
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LESS RIM. MORE LENS.  

Rimless frames are available in prescription.

C-WALL® (POLY & TRIVEX)

Costa lenses are built for performance. We created the C-WALL® 

molecular bond on 580P and 400P lenses that provides a 

smudge-free barrier with superior scratch resistance, keeping 

the clearest lenses on the planet even clearer.  
 

+ A 7 rating on the Bayer Abrasion Test, which beats the  

 industry average of 3–5 
 

+ Hydrophobic and oleophobic surface repels water, sweat and  

 oils so nothing sticks to the lens

—— ———— ——  C-WALL® MOLECULAR BOND

—— ———— ——  POLARIZED FILM

—— ———— ——  MIRROR (OPTIONAL)

—— ———— ——  PRESCRIPTION LENS

—— ———— ——  BACKSIDE UV/AR

ENCAPSULATED MIRRORS (GLASS) 

We encapsulated the mirrors on Costa 580G lenses under the 

surface of the glass for an extra layer of protection. They are 

the most scratch-resistant anywhere. 

SUNGLASSES SHOWN: SEAGROVE – SHINY BLACK, GRAY, 580P

RX LENS OPTIONS

COSTA 580P Rx LENSES:

These lightweight, impact-resistant polycarbonate and Trivex® 

lenses feature our proprietary C-WALL® technology. An anti-

reflective coating on the back of all 580P Rx lenses works to 

sharpen images by reducing reflections and glare. Costa 580P 

Rx lenses are available with Waypoint™ digital technology in 

bifocal, single vision and progressive. 

COSTA 580G Rx LENSES: 

For those who prefer glass, the 580G Rx lens offers the highest 

clarity you can get in a glass lens and is available in single vision 

and Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ progressive technology that was 

designed for the outdoor explorer. Our glass mirrored lenses 

have an encapsulated mirror, which means no more scratches. 

COSTA 400P Rx LENSES: 

These lenses put Costa on the map with exceptional clarity 

and definition. They are made with lightweight polycarbonate 

lenses and our proprietary C-WALL® technology. All 400P Rx 

lenses come with our anti-reflective coating and are available 

with Waypoint™ digital technology in bifocal, single vision  

and progressive.

Costa prescription sunglasses come in a variety of lens 

options, all laser engraved with the Costa “C” so you 

know you’re getting the real deal. Talk to your eye care 

professional to find the best Costa lenses for you.

BLUE MIRROR
Made for the open water. 
Encapsulated mirrors deliver 
maximum contrast and color 
in full sun while eliminating 
reflected glare. 
10% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

GREEN MIRROR
Encapsulated mirrors offer 
enhanced visual acuity for 
fishing inshore, flats, rivers  
and streams. 
10% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

GRAY
Perfect all-around choice for 
sports on water and land. 
Maintains color saturation and 
natural contrast in medium to 
bright sun conditions. 
12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

SILVER MIRROR
Encapsulated mirrors optimize 
light transmission and enhance 
colors. Perfect for sight fishing 
or any outdoor activity with 
variable light. 
12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

COPPER
Made for sight fishing, driving 
and everyday activities. Cuts 
glare and enhances contrast 
and color, providing eye 
comfort in any conditions. 
12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

AMBER
Excellent all-around lens that 
delivers the brightest field of 
vision. Great choice for fishing, 
driving and activities where high 
contrast is needed. 
12% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

SILVER SUNRISE  
MIRROR*

Extended wear lens. The perfect  
tool for dusk and dawn performance 
30% LIGHT TRANSMISSION

RX LENS SELECTION 

*SILVER SUNRISE LENSES ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR DRIVING.

BRIGHT 
LIGHT

LOW 
LIGHT

COPPER BASE COPPER BASE

SUNRISE BASE

AMBER BASE

COPPER BASE COPPER BASE AMBER BASE

GRAY BASE

580G Rx  580P Rx  400P Rx  

GRAY BASE GRAY BASE

580G Rx (+3.00 to -3.00) 
Single Vision (SV), Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ PAL

580P Rx (+3.00 to -5.00) 
Waypoint™ SV, Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ Blended Bifocal, Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ PAL, Varilux® Stylistic™

400P Rx (+3.00 to -5.00) 
Waypoint™ SV, Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ Blended Bifocal, Waypoint™ C-SCAPE™ PAL, Varilux® Stylistic™

SUNGLASSES SHOWN: PAWLEYS — MATTE BLACK WITH GUNMETAL WIRE , GREEN MIRROR, 580P

A] CO-INJECTED BIO-BASED NYLON 

Costa’s co-injected bio-based nylon frame material is both 

tough and durable, while offering a comfortable fit. 

√ GREAT FIT   √ AMAZING COMFORT   √ ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

B] CORROSION-RESISTANT MONEL METAL

Monel’s super tough, corrosion-resistant alloy is often used 

in marine applications. If you are on the water a lot, Monel 

stands up to the challenge. 

√ GREAT ON THE WATER   √ CORROSION-RESISTANT

E] TITANIUM

Titanium is as strong as steel but lighter weight, making 

these frames perfect for everyday activites. Titanium is  

often used in prosthetics because it is hypoallergenic  

and corrosion-resistant.  

√ PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY  √ HYPOALLERGENIC   √ CORROSION-RESISTANT

F] BETA TITANIUM

Beta titanium is a hypoallergenic titanium alloy made  

by blending titanium with other metals to create a non-

corrosive, flexible and lightweight frame material. It is 

extremely durable and strong, but bends, reducing  

damage and broken frames. 

√ HYPOALLERGENIC   √ STRONG BUT FLEXIBLE   

C] HYDROLITE RUBBER

Hydrolite is Costa’s proprietary, hypoallergenic rubber 

which prevents slippage. We use Hydrolite rubber on 

comfort spots such as nose pads and temples. 

√ PREVENTS SLIPPAGE   √ HYPOALLERGENIC

D] QUALITY HINGES

Costa’s corrosion-resistant, flexible hinges keep their 

shape and fit perfectly. They come in three types:  

integral, optical spring and five-barrel optical. 

√ FLEXIBLE   √ CORROSION-RESISTANT

BUILT TO LAST DURABILITY AND COMFORT

G] IMITATION ISN’T FLATTERY

We etch our logo onto every Rx lens and provide a Costa 

authenticity card for each order so you know you’re getting 

the real deal with the clearest lenses on the planet.
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SUNGLASSES SHOWN: COOK — GOLD, BLUE MIRROR, 580P


